REVASCULARISATION OF AN IMMATURE PERMANENT TOOTH USING PLATELET RICH FIBRIN AND BIODENTIN AS A MATRIX - A CASE REPORT
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Abstract
Any injury to the pulp during its development lead to cessation of dentin formation and root growth. Status of the pulp and root development are the decisive factors in the treatment approach. Various treatment options include surgery with root end sealing, apexification using calcium hydroxide, placement of apical plug and regenerative endodontic procedures to induce apexogenesis. This study describes the treatment of an immature permanent tooth which was treated with regenerative approach using 3% NaOCl and 17% ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid as irrigants, and then medicated with triple antibiotic paste, after that platelet rich fibrin (PRF) and Biodentine were placed in the canal. On follow up at 3, 6, 12 months healing of periapical lesion, dentinal thickening, and apical closure were evident. So, PRF can be used for the treatment of immature permanent teeth with periapical lesion, as part of a regenerative endodontic procedures.
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INTRODUCTION
Current endodontic therapy aims to maintain the health of the pulp in cases of inflammation but a much desired objective is the regeneration of a healthy pulp-dentin complex. Presence of an immature apex in a tooth with pulpal injury presents a significant challenge, as routine root canal procedures cannot be performed ideally when the apex is not closed. Better alternative to these cases, even when the tooth exhibit periapical pathology, is offered by revascularization procedures.

Revascularization procedures helps to preserve the vitality of remaining dental pulp stem cells and mesenchymal stem cells of the apical papilla resulting in the root maturation i.e. elongation of root length with an increase in root dentin thickness.

The conventional method of revitalization procedure was done by inducing bleeding into the pulp canal by mechanically irritating the periapical tissues. The blood clot acts as a matrix for the in growth of new tissues into the pulp canal. But, this procedure cause discomfort for the patient while mechanically irritating the periapical tissues.

In revascularization various biomaterials such as collagen, platelet rich plasma (PRP) can be used as a scaffold in addition to blood clot. However, the use of bovine thrombin for the activation of Platelet Rich Plasma (PRP) has been an issue of controversy which led to the development of the second generation Platelet concentrate known as Choukroun’s Platelet
Rich Fibrin (PRF) which is totally autologous in nature. PRF was developed in France by Choukroun et al, in 2001. This technique is very simple and inexpensive. PRF contains platelets, growth factors, and cytokines that enhance the healing potential of both soft and hard tissues. This case report describes regenerative endodontic treatment using PRF in immature tooth.

CASE REPORT

A 16-year-old male patient reported to the department of conservative dentistry and endodontics with a chief complaint of pain in relation to maxillary left central incisor. History revealed that the patient had suffered trauma at the age of 11 years. The vitality of the tooth was done by the cold test, using refrigerator spray. It showed negative response. Radiographic examination showed an immature tooth with a wide open apex and a radiolucent area in proximity of the apex of the tooth. Asymptomatic apical periodontitis with necrotic pulp was the diagnosis. (Figure 1). On basis of clinical and radiographic findings, regenerative endodontic procedures were planned using platelet rich fibrin (PRF).

Access cavity was prepared under local anaesthesia and rubber dam isolation. Working length was determined using radiograph. Biomechanical preparation was done upto 70 K file. Copious irrigation was done using 3% NaOCl and 17% ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid. Triple antibiotic was prepared by missing equal proportions of metronidazole, ciprofloxacin and minocycline (Figure 2). This antibiotic mixture was placed into the canals using a lentulo spiral up to the canal orifice. A cotton pellet was placed inside the pulp chamber and access cavity was sealed with Cavit.

Patient was recalled after 21 days. A 10 ml blood was drawn from the patient’s right arm. The blood sample was transferred into a test tube without anticoagulant and centrifuged immediately in centrifugal machine at 3000rpm for 10 minutes to obtain the PRF.

PRF was obtained in the test tube as the middle layer with acellular plasma at the top and red blood cell (RBC) at the bottom. PRF was removed from the test tube with the help of sterile tweezers and was converted into membrane (Figure 3a). This fibrin membrane was fragmented into small pieces with the help of surgical scissors. So, that it can be easily placed inside the canals. Local anaesthesia was given and after rubber dam isolation, the access cavity was reopened and irrigated with saline to remove the antibiotic mixture. Canal was dried with paper points and was ready for the placement of PRF (Figure 3b).
On follow up at 3, 6, 12 months, clinically tooth was asymptomatic and was not tender to percussion. Pulp tests, cold test showed positive response. Radiographic examination showed the resolution of periapical lesion, thickening of dentinal walls, root lengthening with apical closure observed on CBCT scans.

Figure 3a, 3b: PRF and placement of PRF in the canal
The membrane was placed in the pulp chamber and pushed apically with the help of endodontic pluggers below the level of cementoenamel junction. Biodentine (Septodont, France) was placed directly over the fibrin clot and the reminder of the cavity was sealed with composite restoration (Figure 4)
DISCUSSION

Regenerative endodontics are biologically based procedures designed to replace damaged structures, including dentin and root structures, as well as cells of the pulp dentin complex. Several case reports demonstrated that teeth with necrotic pulp and immature apices are capable of regenerating tissues of pulp-dentin complex, continue root maturation with closure of apex and can regain tooth vitality with proper disinfection and a suitable scaffold.

Banchs and Trope conducted a case report where revascularization of immature permanent teeth with apical periodontitis was made possible by inducing blood clot into the pulp canal by mechanically irritating the periapical tissues which they attributed to the total disinfection of the canal. This procedure might cause discomfort to the patient, so there was a quest for a better approach in regenerative endodontics which led to the introduction of Platelet Rich Plasma, Platelet Rich Fibrin (PRF) in the revitalization procedures.

Unlike previous case reports, we use PRF which is a second generation platelet concentrate with a simplified preparation technique autologous in nature. It is an accumulation of platelets and cytokines in a fibrin clot. The platelets concentrate mainly at the junction between the red corpuscles (red thrombus) and the PRF clot in the test tube. This platelet component of PRF is considered vital for regeneration. PRF has several advantages over other platelet concentrates. It enmeshes glycosaminoglycans, which in turn attracts platelet cytokines and also has greater capacity for cell migration. The PRF releases high quantities of growth factors like transforming growth factor beta-1, platelet derived growth factor AB, vascular endothelial growth factor and glycoprotein, which stimulates cell migration and proliferation.

Biodentine was directly placed over the PRF clot to obtain a tight seal and avoid bacterial contamination. Biodentine possess enhanced properties such as quick setting time (in comparison with MTA), good marginal adaptation and high strength not usually associated with other tricalcium cements. Chang SW et al., suggested that this could be useful for regenerative endodontic procedures, since it stimulates odontoblastic differentiation and nodule formation during mineralisation.

At the end of 1 year follow-up, the tooth was responding positively to pulp sensibility tests and the radiographic examination revealed resolution of periapical lesion, thickening of the dentinal walls, root lengthening with apical closure showing continuous lamina dura. This effect can be due to cytokines and growth factors released from PRF. Evidence have shown that, pulp-like tissue can be regenerated with the use of platelet concentrate. The successful outcome of this case can be attributed to the formation of pulp-like tissue and cell differentiation. The exact nature of the tissue generated can be studied only by histological examination.

CONCLUSION

The outcome of this case report suggests that the conservative treatment approach can create a suitable environment for pulp regeneration and result in root maturation via regaining the vitality of the tooth. The trio of disinfection with triple antibiotic paste, PRF as a scaffold and Biodentine as a bio-interactive material seems to be a viable combination for pursuing regenerative treatment. However, long term follow up is necessary to ensure and evaluate success.
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